
Impact Roller 

Innovation . Dedication . Specialisation

Maximum absorption, wear resistant, belt friendly roller

NEPEAN Conveyors specialise in products for the future of mining. 
Our rubber disc impact rollers are a highly effective way to dampen abrupt 
and large impact loads and subsequently to increase the life span of the 
rollers used in the impact zone, such as at loading and transfer points.

The NEPEAN Conveyors Impact Rollers protect the belt where the lumps, 
weight or shape can cause damage to the belt cover from the free fall 
of material. The construction of the impact roller consists of a series of 
resilient rubber discs assembled onto an inner heavy duty steel tube. 

“For use at loading points to 
absorb shocks and to help 

protect against belt damage.”

 BENEFITS:
•  Ideal for areas of high impact loads
• ‘Ideal for heavy conveyor loading and transfer points
•  Protects the belt where the lumps, weight or shape can cause 

damage to the belt cover
•  For heavy duty applications
•  Capable for areas with freefall onto the conveyor

Description

Shell AS1163 min. C250 gr., to customers desire

Seal Options NEPEAN designed triple-labyrinth seal

Bearing Type SKF, NSK or customer specified choice

Impact Disks Resilient FRAS neoprene disk segments

SPECIFICATIONS

NEPEAN® Conveyors have significant experience in designing conveying solutions that are 
reliable and enable maximum productivity levels.



NEPEAN
®
 CONVEYORS ARE AUSTRALIA’S MARKET LEADER

NEPEAN Conveyors operate the most advanced, high tech idler production facility in Australia. We offer complete conveyor system 
solutions and support services to the mining and resource industries. 

NEPEAN
 
Conveyors, internally developed, industry-leading software and extensive manufacturing capabilities have allowed us 

to provide an extensive portfolio of products and services to independently deliver unique, high quality results. NEPEAN 
Conveyors offer a one stop conveyor solution.

WITH MORE LOCATIONS, WE’RE NEVER FAR AWAY

We design and manufacture in multiple locations around Australia. We are strategically located close to major mining areas so 
we can service our coal, iron ore, hard rock and port customers.

“In bulk material handling, safety and efficiency are always key concerns, 
minimising hazards and maximising productivity matter most.”

PROBLEM
Large impact loads on rollers at 

loading and transfer points

 

RESULT
Reduced rolller life

NEPEAN SOLUTION
Impact roller with resilient rubber 

discs assembled on an inner heavy 
duty steel tube

NEPEAN® Designed  
Triple-Labyrinth Seal

High Performance Deep Groove Ball Bearing C3 Clearance 
or Customers Preference Supplied

FRAS Certified 
Rubber Dust Seal

Resilient FRAS Neoprene  
Disc Segments

Heavy Duty Steel Tube

Certified FR15 Nylon 
6/6 Seals Used

For more information:

1800 NEPEAN | www.nepeanconveyors.com


